
Top 50 Topics for Your Argumentative Essay 

  

Are you curious to know about the topics of your persuasive speech? 

It’s quite an easy task if you have some basic idea about topic selection.  

  

So, always pick out a topic that is aligned with your interest to communicate your thoughts effectively. 

To improve your essay writing skills, you can take assistance from an  paper writer that writes for you 

and provides professional writing services to satisfy your demands. It is a great opportunity for learning 

and polishing your argumentative essay writing skills which will not only be beneficial in academia but 

also in your professional career. 

  

Ideas to Catch Interesting Argumentative Essay Topics 

Get frustrated with exploring and incredulous with the volume of info? 
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Are you unable to choose what ideas or topics appeal to you? It is extremely hard to find the best topics 

of an essay that you can vigorously discuss and create a strong argument to win the contest. Just search 

for a reliable essay writing service to get your work done within a desirable time. Once you take the 

guidance from the essay experts. 

  

But you don’t need to worry anymore as solutions exist for every problem. You can now get high-quality 

academic papers online by approaching write my essay services from academic writing specialists. It is a 

great opportunity to get proofread and qualitative content of your paper. Academic writing is a crucial 

phase in the life of every student.  

  

Check out the list of thought-provoking argumentative essay topics. They include multiple themes and 

ideas that depict various aspects of the world and life of individuals such as education, medical, 

technology, music, relationships, sports, and so on. Sometimes it can be difficult to write a paper and, in 

such cases, you can always hire a paper writing service to assist you in your task. It would save you from 

a lot of hassles and you can get a perfect paper written by a professional essay writer.  

  

Gender Role 

1. Are females more emotional than males? 

2. Why do the majority of the boys select engineering careers in the branch? 

3. Is it common to deny serving Transgenders due to religious beliefs? 

4. How does the media industry impact the acuity of appearance of women? 

5.  Is it suitable for men to shriek? 

6. How does an image of a real woman reflect the modern world? 

7. Should girls serve in the military force? 

  

Music, Art, and Social Media 

8. Does body-shaming adversely affect the youths in social media? 

9. Do books have a chance for future survival because of rapid advancement in technology? 

10. What is the effect of excessive use of the internet on education? 

11. Does society require so much promotion? 

12. What sort of books are better for kids whether e-literature or paper literature? 

13. Can you pinpoint any star that really deserves an Oscar due to its remarkable performance? 
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14. Do skimming pages really make you smarter? 

15. Is it the technology that breeds laziness? 

16. What is the full picture for indie tunes to be so widely held between the millennials?  

17. Are you familiar with the secret behind the popularity of Taylor Swift? 

18. How does art education significantly contribute to developing the abilities of youths? 

  

Childcare and Education 

19. Is it right that digital games with ferocity make kids violent? 

20. Should homework be assigned to primary school children? 

21. Should kids be liable to keep their rooms tidy and uncluttered? 

22. Do older siblings role models for younger ones? 

23. Should high school studies be free of cost to all? 

24. Should parents keep a strict eye to monitor the social media activities of their children and 

restrict their use? 

25. Should students participate more in extracurricular activities than academics for brain 

development? 

26. Does technological advancement spoil childhood? 

27. Should the system of class ranking be eliminated in schools? 

28. Should students be given music classes in school? 

29. Is virtual learning more significant to achieve academic success? 

30. What are the impacts of playing candy crush on learning students? 

31. Is it important to engage children in outdoor activities? 

  

Fitness, Diet, and Loveliness 

32. Do you support the idea of banning Photoshop in beauty magazines? 

33. Who could live a healthier life: whether vegetarian or meat lover? 

34. Should government agencies reduce the age of drinking? 

35. How effective is marijuana to cure cancer patients as well as other individuals suffering from the 

same pain? 

36. Is homeopathy better than allopathy to treat diseases or prevent them? 



37. Is it true that a healthy diet keeps us young and smart? 

  

Some More to Show 

38. Rich people should pay more taxes 

39. Should professors be paid high? 

40. Psychological issues cannot justify mass shootings 

41. Girls should not alter their last name after marriageis 

42. It is more important to follow the level of comfort than fashion 

43. Bragging about post stuff portrays decadence 

44. Teenagers should have part-time 

45. Negative thoughts make life depressed and tough 

46. Action movies should be prescribed in the cinemas 

47. Beauty standards should not be promoted by media 

48. Extroverts are the effective motivational writers 

49. The homes of the foster parents should be regularly scrutinized 

50. Bike riders should always wear a helmet 

  

Pick up the ball-point and start enthusiastic practice now to create a well-written and attractive 

argumentative piece about a topic that is aligned with your interests. Still, if you se nse any mix-up, then 

no apprehensions. You could merely take support from youressaywriter.net to complete the essay that 

would offer you free samples to grace your writing expertise. So, follow the defined path for the 

accomplishment of your dreams by putting in some effort. It is highly advisable to improve your writing 

skills to excel in your academic journey. 

  

Hopefully, these ideas of argumentative essays soothe your mind and creativity to write on unique 

topics. So, college students can pick any topic out of this list to compose an attractive piece of 

argumentative writing to impress their peers and friends. All you have to do is approach a writing 

service and ask them “can you write my paper for me?”, they will get back to you in time and provide 

you an amazing paper. 

  

Happy Writing :)  
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